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Exeeutive Surnmary
On January 24, ;:oa2, et approximately r33o hours, faur veteran firefighters from four
agencies in souther* Nevada received first or second degree thermal burns and minor muscle

and back sprains whil* participating in a grant funded, multi-agency live burn training
evolution know* as the "Detroit Drill" scenario. This scenario was designed t* demonstrat€
the survivability of a potential victim found between an uncontrslled fire and its exhaust port,
The live fire training eyolution {on$tituted the "hands-on" portion of a Positive Pressure Attack

Training Academy hosted by the North Las Vegas Fire Department, who assumed
responsibility as the Authority Having Jurisdiction. The training academy was designed for
selected veteran firefight*rs from south*rn Nevada who would serve as Train-the-Trainers for
other members of their respective d*partments.
The {our injured firefighters and their Lead lnstructor were assigned as members of the
lgnition Group. This group was tasked with ignition of one of four pre-loaded fuel packages

and r*mained inside the burn module to observe the changes i* fire and smake conditions as
the Positive Pressure Attack was initiated. The lgnition Group was separEted by the Lead
lnstructor into two subgroups. The first subgroup was composed of the Lead lnstructor and a
Clark County Fire Departrnent Captain, They entered the exhaust port room, design*d tc
simulate the focation cf a potentialvictinr found between an uncontrolled fire and a window or
exhaust port. The second subgroup consisting of the threo remaining student firefighters were
directed to remain in the adjacent Observation Room tc observe the effects of the Positive
Pressure Attack.

Shortly after the evolution began, two additionalfuel packages spontaneously ignited
creating untenable heat and flame conditions which quickly enveloped the burn module. Both
sf the subgroups consisting of the four student firefighters and their Lead lnstructor were
forced to conduct separate em€rgency bailout procedures of the structure through windows
lightly secured with plywood. (Referto Diagram r).
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Diagram 1: Lead Instructor and lgnition Group Ernergency fvacuation
None of the injured firefighters were transported or sought further medical treatment
Rescue
at the time, Two days after the incident, on Ja*ua ry 26, zorz, a Las Vegos Fire and
Center
Captain, who was assigned to the lgnition Grcup, was treated at the University Medical
Burn Center for injuries sustained during the live burn training scenario. He rernain*d aff-duty

for three work shifts as a result of the injuries. Another member of the lgnition Group, a
(aptain from thc Henderson Fire Department, alsa missed work time due to unspecified
injuries incurred in the act of extricating himself from the burn structure. The two remaining
firefighters did not sustain serious injuries and were able to return to duty.

lkelighters is the carnarstane af gaad fire prote$ian in today's
world. Howevar, the benefits derived from live-fire training can be negated by the iniuries
and deaths suffered byfirelighters und,er unsnfe and poorty svperuised training canditions".
,,The angoing training o!

NFPA r4a3, Standard cn Live Fire Training Evolutions, aoez Edition.
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lntr*duction
Sometime in zoro, the Nsrth Las Vegas Fire Department (NLVFD) submitted a grant
application to ths United States Department of Homeland Security, Assistance to Firefighters
6rant program. The stated effect of this grant submission was to provide the necessary tools
and factual data to support the developrnent and adoption of standard operating procedures
in southern Nevade. These procedures would reflect national standards and be:t practices, ali
of which support firefighter safety during multi-agency responses and operational
effectiveness.
One of the three areas of the grant application include d a train-the-trainer program on
strategy and tactics to be followed by a leries of live-fire evolutions. The company, Emergency

Engineered Solutions (EES), was selected by ihe NLVFD to provide
lnstructor Academy on the topic of Positive Pressure (fire) Attack.

the Train-the-Trainer

The principles of the contracted compafly, EES, are known to be sorne of the leading
proponents of and have authored one of the leading public*tions on "Positive Pressure Attack
for Ventilating and Firefighting." The author, an ESS principle, states in his introduction, "Th*
National Fire Pratection Association (l{FPA}, National Fire Academy, the National lnstituts for
Standards and Technoiogy, and the lnstitute cf Fire fngineering have contributed their
knowledge and content to the subject matter."
The company claims they have partieipated in the evslution of Positive Pressure Attack
(PPA) through research, practical application, education and advocacy, Th*y also stated they
have taught thousands of firefighters across the country and abroad at hundreds of seminars

and classes on this pioneering tactic. Several of their articles articulating the benefits of PPA
have been published in nationalfire service magazines'

The use of PPA is based on the premise the technique facilitates a safer fire ground
tactic for firefighters and provides trapped occupants with the highest probability of survival in
a fire event. EIS developed the burn module and training curriculum designed to cover the
correct protocol far safe application of positive pressure attack by the initial arriving engine
company. Their training, as described in contrsct documants, would be conducted in
accordance with the nationally accepted NFpA r4o3-Standard on Live Fire Training [volutions.
(cf#e).
Following the grant application submission in 2o:o, the City af North Las Vegas and the
City of Las Vegas entered a Fire Tr*ining Shared Services lnterlocal Agreement {S5A) in
September zoxr. This agreem€nt provided for joint training for all members of Las Vegas Fire
and Rescue iLVf'Ri and Nonh Les Vegas fire Department (NLVFD). This agresment created
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primary responsibility was
the position of a Shared Services Training Chief (SSTC)' This SSTC's
to a plan, which was to be
to facilitate training for both cooperating fire departments, pursuant
(ssToc), consisting of one Deputy
drafted by a shared services Training oversight committee
entity' Prior to the event of
Fire Chief and one subject-matter expert from each participating
plan to each of the
January 24r 2o12,the sSToc had not submitted a fire training operational
agency's fire chiefs for their review and approval'

the PPA event' limited
During the timeframe of the authorization of the SSA and
and SSTC regarding
discussions occurred between the LVFR Deputy Fire Chief of operations
concern was that the
the grant funded training project, The LVFR Deputy Fire Chief's main
Nevada Fire operation Draft
PPA training would not be in conflict with the existing southern
have utilized as a fire
Positive Pressure Ventilation Procedure, which some valley departments
ground tactic.

the implementation process of the ptanning and funding stages
Vegas and Las Vegas' The
prior to the adoption of the SSA between the Cities of North Las
NLVFD was well into

product of the federal grant
proposed val{ey-wide PPA Train-the-Trainer Academy was a direct
received by

NLVFD. Outside agency involvement was a component of the original grant

submission and not a specific component of the 55A'

maior fire departments
Agencies participating in the regional training included the four
Fire Department'
located in southern Nevadar Las Vegas Fire and Rescue, North Las Vegas
Henderson Fire Department, and Clark county Fire Department'

training
on January 24t 2otzt four firefighters received minor injuries during a live fire
city of
The
NLVFD'
evolution hosted by and within the city of North Las vegas, conducted by
to conduct a compre hensive
Las Vegas contracted with SOS Consulting on February 6, 2aa2,
Positive Pressure
anaiysis of the Department of Homeland Security funded multi-agency
the
Attack Training Exercise conducted during the week of January z3-zB, zorz, specifically
live burn module, conducted on January 24,2oa2'

guidelines and
This analysis is based on nationally accepted consensus standards, local
lnterlocal
standard operating procedures, grant documents, the local Shared Service
statements' and
Agreement, emergency medical reports, burn center report, written
interviews with many of the training pafticipants'
serious injuries
training injuries andfatatities are not accidents. These deaths and
occur in the most controllable environment in whieh we aperate".

,,Live

fire

Chief Gary Briese; President IAFC, zoo5
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Tra'ining Aead*mY
On January

z;t aoa1,the North

Las Vegas Fire Department iNLVFD] hosted a reqional

tactical
Train-the-Trainer lnstructor Academy for local area fi-refighters on the evolving
a select grcup of z5
c$n.ept of Positive Pressure tfire) Attack. Class participants represented
Nevada' Their
veteran fire service personnel from 4 local fire departments located in Southern
Captain,
ianks ranged from Deputy Fire Chiof of the department, Fire Battalion Chief, Fire

firefighter, and Master Training lnstructor'
at the
The initial portion of the academy was scheduled to take place in classrooms
through mid-day
adrninistrative offices of the NLVFD from Monday. January ,3, 2ot2,
a half sf didactic instruction
Tuesday, January z4, 2aa2. The course was designed for a day and
and classroom
involving the use of textbooks, reference material, PowerPoint presentations,
fire burn evolutions that
discussion. The second part of the training included "hands-on" live
to the City
were stated to run Ior the next three and a half days on adjacent property belonging
of No:th Les Vegas. These training evolutians were designed to dernonstrate the didactic
fires' The
portion of the instruction, in a realistic burn environment, utilizing controlled
academy was set to conclude on January zB, zotz'

Training AcademY: Cl*$srs*m
who is
The contracted Lead anstructor for the academy was a retired Battalian Chief
by a
currently serving as the Chief sf a smali municipal fire department' He was assisted
fire
professicnal firefighter with the rank of Lieutenant, presently employed by a large urban
department.

A rnajority of the firefighters who volunteered fcr the Positive Pressure Attack {PPAi
training were veterans who have many years in the fire service and possess extensive
practical
experience on the fire greund. over the years, th*y have acquired considerable
(PPV)' PPV is
experience with a related tactic generally known as Positive Pre:sure Ventilation
ventilation
a widely accepted and comrnonly us*d fire grcund tactic utiliring large portable
These student
fans to assist in expelling toxic heat and smoke from inside a fire building.
firefighters were eager, enthusiastic, and receptive to receive training that wouid complement
the use of
their knowledge of existing pPV tactics, with the additian of tactics that incorporate
a positive pressure {fire) attack'
ppA is a relatively new tactical concept to th* iocal fire service. This new appro*ch
heat and smoke
utiliee: the same large portable ventilation fans previously used for venting
portable
with a more proactive u5e of this tool' The prernise of PPA is to employ these same
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in the initial phases of an aggressive
fans in a much more assertive manner to assist firefighters
much debate within the fire
interior attack on the seat of an uncontrolled fire' There is still
concept'
service community about the merits of such an inventive

perspective, there was a
Although many of the students were receptive to this new
challenged some of the claims,
small rninority of students who were skeptical. These students
by the Lead lnstructor' This
outcomes, and data referenced in the resource material authored
such as "always" and
minority was often vocal in questioning the instructor's use of absolutes
,,never,, in regard to certain fire ground tactical operations involving positive pressure attack'

patticipating
Discussions were reportedly, at times, heated with many of the students
PPA. The ssTC and Lead
livety debates both in support of and in opposition to the use of

in
"That it leads to a
lnstructor championed the discussion and the airing of concerns stating,
challenged the
better understanding of this new and innovative tactic." The instructors
a5 an appropriate
students to provide specific examples where PPA should not be considered
they thought prohibited
fire ground tactic. When several students identified specific instances
in the classroom, but
the use of ppA, the instructors deferred to directly address the examples
get to the evolutions'"
instead answered that "we'll be able to show you how it works once we
addressed to their
Some of the students felt uneasy that their concerns were not adequately
satisfaction within the classroom setting.

to air concerns
While some in the class felt the discussions and debate were needed
others felt
where ppA conflicted with pPV and existing Standard Operating Procedures, rnany
that it was unnecessary distraction that disrupted the flow of the instruction' Others
the line and that their
expressed their thoughts that some students may have crossed
con{rontational behavior bordered on being disrespectful of the instructors.
prior to dismissing the class for the drill ground evolutions, the Lead lnstructor and the
Positioning Diagram
SSTC conducted a pre-fire briefing in the classroorn using the Apparatus
and a white board. (Referto Diagram z).
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Apparatus Positioning
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Diagram z: Apparatus Positioning
They reviewed the scenario layout, established functional grCIup assignments, and the
evolution rotations. This briefing lasted just minutes and omitted numerous critical factors, as
follows, that would have ensured

r

a

successfuloutcome:

The drill's objectives or expected outcomes for each evolution were not clearly
communicated to the students cluring the pre-fire brie{ing. Th* firefighters assigned to
interior positions stated they thought they would receive additional speclfic direction as
they rotated into each functional group for succeeding evolutions' (cf #6)'
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to an individual who

o

had not
participated in the didactic classroom portions of the training and was not familiar with
the specific burn evolutions he was to cornmand' lcf *71'

r

Students reported they were confused as to whom or if a Safety Officer had been
assigned for the live-burn evolutions. Students identified at least three different
'tndividuals as being assigned to this critical position. Others interviewed for this report
stated that they could not recatl any rnention of a 50 having been assigned.

The role of lncident Commander (lC) was assigned

NOTE: NFpA Standard e4o3, Section 4.4.1, establishes the 50 position for all live
fire training evolutions. The Standard also clearly defines the responsibilities of the
5O in Section 4.4.4' (cf #S). (Reference ltem #r)'

.

Many of the students interviewed could not recall any discussion during the briefing
about emergency evacuation or communication procedures. The 55TC did make a
cautionary statement to the class, "to watch out for each other and to take care of the

equipment."

NOTE: NFpA Standard r4o3, Section 4.g,2 statesr "A building evacuation plan shall
be established, including an evacuation signal to be demonstrated te all
participants in an interior live fire training evolution." (cf #S). {Reference ltem #r}.

r

There were no group leaders, specifically designated bythe instructors, to lead each of
the functional groups. This omission would later lead to a delay in responding to the
quickly changing fire conditions inside the module' (cf #ro)'

NOTE: The Lead lnstructor did not inform members of the other groups or the lC
that the lgnition Group members would remain inside the module or that group
members who remained inside would be separated after ignition of the fuel
package. (cf# er).
WEATHER CONDITIONS WERE NOT A CONTRIBUTING FACTOR

The National Weather report for January 24,2oa2, r3oo hrs:
Scattered clouds
Ternperature 57"F

Humidity

z7olo

Winds r.r.5 mph blowing to the north
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Tr*ii"ring Academy: *t"itt Gr*und
Prior to the start of the live-fire evolutions, the Lead lnstructor held another informal
meeti*g on the drill grounds. This briefing also lasted jusi minutes a*d was described as
extremety disjointed with many distractions. The SSTC re-organized the groups to relieve

future valley-wide PPA instructional conflicts; some students were {itted with

stress

monitoring equipment while athers wera building the fuel packages for the training scenaric:'
The SSTC, or Lead lnstructor, did not address the previously omitted safety information, but
did direct students to conduct a site tour of the burn module.
The burn module, "Build & Burn" Structure, was designed to replicate the construction
characteristics of an "aver&ge" residential home in the Las Vegas valley. The on-site walk
thrcugh highlighted the locatian of the fuel packages, the module layout, and window and
door locations. lt was ai this time, the 55TC noted the absence of an interior hoseline for the

protecrion of the students and directed that one be de ployed inside the module. The hoseline
was quickly placed into service through a D-side opening near the hal[way fuel package. The
location of the recently positioned interior hoseline would render it useless once the hallway
fuel package was ignited. (if #r). The fuel package was positioned between the studsnts and
their protective hoseline. {Referto Diagram 3}
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pre-

attemptto save time between each successive scenario, the burn module was
(cf #rz}. The Lead
loaded with four fuel packages {or the four scheduled burn evolutions.
the hallway"
lnstructor directed the firefighters to construct fuel packages in three rooms and
Each fuel
The fuel packages were built as outlined in the "Build & Burn" Structure document'
was to be
package consisted of five wood pallets and two bales of straw. A single fuel package
ignited during each evolution with the ignition of a single fuel package fcr each of the
subsequent drills. Exarnple of fuel package is fcund in Referenc* ltem #er'
ln an

the
There is some dispute by traini*g pa*icipants as to the number and place ment of
seeing any'
fuel packages observed during the burn module walk through. Some reported not
lt has been
while others reported seeing twa and three fuel packages during the walk through'
to minimize
confirmed that there vrere a totsl of four fuel packages pre-loaded in the structure
turnaround time. (Refer to Diagram 4)

NOTE; NFpA Standard r4o3, Section 4.e2,6 states, "Fuel materials shall be used only in
the amounts necassary to create the desired fire size." (if #z) Annex $ection A.4,rr'6
stat*$, ..An excessive fuel load can contrihute to conditions that creste usually dangerous
fire behavior. This can jeopardize the safety of participants."tif #3) Section *,J-2.7 states,
.,The fuel load shall be limited to avoid ccnditions that could cause an uncontrolled
flashcver or backdraft." {if #4}' {R*f*rence ltem #r}

*3u

OSSERVATION
RSOM

*C'
Diagr*m 4: Location of Fuel Packages *nd lnterior Ho*eline
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to discuss individual
roles and areas of responsibilities the 5STC or Lead lnstructor had not previously
communicated. The members also identified informal group leaders to provide a
Severai groups conducted their own informal pre-fire briefings

communication pathway with the tC to provide situational updates or progress reports during
the training evolution as established in the incident command system.
An added distraction was the request for some students to be fitted with Phaser'Net
physiological monitors, which are used to collect data necessary to assess the baseline fitness
of a firefighter while s/he is performing fire suppression duties. These students outfitted with
these devices did not have an opportunity to conduct or participate in the prerburn walk
through or participate in the informal group discussions.

NOTE: Due to the limited number of portable radios, only a single member from each
group was assigned a radio, some group members were not afforded an electronic rneans
of communicating and were forced to rely on the single radio for transmittal cr receipt of
commands and directives. Students interviewed confirmed their departrnents have an
assigned portable radio for each position on their emergency apparatus. (cf #r3).
At approximately r33o, the live fire training evolutions began with the "Detroit Drill"'
The instructors stated this scenario was designed to demonstrate the survivability of a
potential victim found between an uncontrotled fire and its exhaust port. The hallway fuel
package was to be ignited and the window coverings on the BIC-side of the burn module would
be removed to create exhaust ports. The lgnition Group would remain in the module to witness
how the srnoke and heat conditions changed as the positive pressure attack tactic was
initiated, Members of the lgnition Group were positioned in the Observation Room
downstream of the ignited fuel package. (Referto Diagram 3)NOTE: From the interviews, only the lgnition Group members were aurare they were to
remain inside the module after the fuel package was lit. The lgnition Group members were
unaware they woutd be separated after the fuel package was lit. Emergency rescue
procedures were not initiated when the Lead lnstructor and CCFD Captain bailed from the
structure due to the extreme heat and flashover condition in Room #3. (Refer to Diagram
s).

At the beginning of the drill, the lC requested a Personnef Accountability Repon (PAR)
from all the groups. The primary objective of a Personnel Accountability System is to assist
supervisors in maintaining constant awareness of the status, location, and functions of their
personnei under their command, From information gathered during the interviews, the PAR
was considered more of a "radio check" than to track tactical assignments and crews during
the scenario. The Rapid lntervention Team (RlT) was also assigned to encompass the
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"Accountability" function. The RIT Supervisor, or the individual assigned as the Accountability
Officer, collected passports for each functional groups. ln a written statement, a RIT member
reported, "that while trying to gather the accountability, I was brushed off by more than one
suppression captain." This statement dernonstrates some students did not acknowledge the
importance of the Accountability Officer position regardless of the rank of the person
responsible for this function. tcf #r+)

NOTE: This oversight led the RIT to have an inaccurate accounting of the number of
firefighters inside the module prior to the start of the evolution.
Upon completion of the PAR, the lC dlrected the Lead lnstructor to commence with the
drill. lt was at this time a member of the lgnition Group informed the Lead lnstructor that the
location of the recently positioned interior hoseline would render it useless once the hallway
fuel package was ignited. The fuel package was positioned between the students and their

protective hoseline. The Lead lnstructor stated, "We won't need itr" and proceeded to light
the fuel package. The Lead Instructor and lgnition Group then made their way to the
Observation Room to rnonltor the growth of the fire and observe the conditions inside the
module.

The Lead lnstructor directed the lgnition Group members to "turn down their radios
due to feedback we all experience on fire calls." (if *51. The LVFR Captain assigned to the
lgnition Group stated he felt uneasy about his inability to hear and communicate and
purposely left his radio on with the volume up. As the drill progressed, the Lead lnstructor was
not satisfied with the quality and quantity of the smoke conditions inside the module. The fuel
was burning cleanty producing high quantities of heat but little visible smoke.
NOTE: Vide o #z shows light volume of smoke at the r:to rnark. The video begins with the
scenario already in progress making it difficult to establish an accurate timeline of the
ignition of the hallway fuel package.

lgnition Group members stationed in the Observation Room witnessed the Lead
lnstructor pulting straw frorn the fuel package in Room #3 and adding it to the hallway fuel
package in an attempt to increase the smoke levels in the module. The Lead lnstructor
attested to this stating that he utilizes old "dirty" straw or hay for the burn packages because
they contain a higher moisture content quickly leading to the desired smoke conditions within
the burn module.

The ;gnition Group had a therrnal imaging camera (TtC) to record the escalating heat
conditions in the structure as the evolution progressed. The TIC recorded temperatures near
the ceiling at 5oo-7oo degrees prior to the exhaust ports being opened' The lgnition Group
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members reported the exposed 2"x4" wood doorframe threshold of the Observation Room
was beginning to show signs of degradation from the extreme heat conditions.
The Lead lnstructor radioed lnstructor #z who was with the Fire Attack (FA) Group
located outside the module directing them to open the entry on the A-side and remove the
window coverings from Room #3 exhaust ports. (Refer to Diagrarn 3).

lnstructor #z was not wearing a self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) with
facemask during the evofution. (cf #r5). This prohibited lnstructor #zfrom entering the burn
module to observe fire conditions and to direct FA to extinguish the fuel package once the
desired fire conditions had been achieved. lnstructor #a did not have access to his assigned
facemask and had not been FIT tested by the AHJ before the start of the trainlng.
NQTE: Video #z time is z:3o. The exhaust port coverings were removed from the B/C-side

exhaust ports. {Refer to Diagram 3}'
NOTE: Video #z time is z:5o. FA then positioned the ventilation fans into the A-side entry

point, {Referto Diagram 3).
NOTE: Video #z time is 3:zo. FA entered the burn module through the A'side opening- FA
was directed by lnstructor #z to "take your time, observe fire and smoke behavior before

Standing less than ten feet from the large fire in the hallway, with
ventilation fans at their back, FA reported feeling little heat, (Refer to Diagram 3).

you put

it out."

shows flames rising from the floor to the ceiling, and being blown by the
fans in the direction of the exhaust ports in Room #3. (Refer to Diagram 3)'
NOTE: Video

#r

NOTE; NFPA Standard e4o3, Section 4.8.7 states, "All students and instructors
participating in any evolution during the live fire training evolution shall breathe from an
SCBA air supply when they operate in an atmosphere that is oxygen deficient, suspected
of being oxygen deficient, may become oxygen deficient." {Reference ltem #r}.

With the opening of the exhaust ports and the ventilation fans directed into the
module, members of the lgnition Group initially noticed an improvement of the interior
conditions. The Lead lnstructor and CCFD Captain then moved from the Observation Room to
an adjacent room, Room #3. This maneuver was to simulate a victim located between a fire
and exhaust port located in Room #3. However, this action separated themselves from the
other members of their group and due to the ignition of the additional fuel packages they were
not visible to the other members of their team. (cf #e5) A member of the lgnition Group who
was still located in the Observation Room reported a "wall of flame followed them into the
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CCFD Captain stated the fuel package in Room #3 ignited a short time after
they entered the room creating massive amounts of untenable heat and smoke. {if #6},

Room

#3." The

The extreme heat conditions forced the Lead lnstruct*r and CCFD Captain to conduct
afi emergency bailout through the B-side exhaust opening. {Refer to Diagram 5}.

#"A"

oBu

OBSERVATION
ROOM

"L
Diagram 5: Lead instructor and ccfD captain Evacuation from Room #3
N0TE: Video #z time is 3:36.
NOTE: Video #3 shows heavy fl*mes and a possibls flashover consurned

ths sntire room

qomment€d,
*hortly aft*r their emcrgefl{y egrcs$. A rnember of the lgnition Group

$l

thought they were dead!"
lC
The Lead lnstructor or {CFD Captain, once clear of the structure, failed to notify the
were still
that an emergency situation existed and that several members of the lgnition Group
falled to
located inside the burn module. (if #z). The Lead lnstructor and CCFD Captain also

transmit a *Mayday" or "Ernergency Traffic" to alert RIT to commence irnmediate rescue
when
operations. The RlT, when interviewed, said they did not announce emergenfy traffic
the Lead
they saw the two firefighters jump out the B-side window, because they thought
lnstructor and ccFD captain were the only personnel inside the module. RIT was totally
(if #s). (Refer to Diagram
unaware the three remaining members were in imminent danger.
s)'
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from lnstructor #2,
FA took no offensive actions to extinguish the fire waiting for orders

that fire
directing them to suppress the burning fuel package. They were not cognizant
in Rooms #z
embers from the hallway fuel package had ignited the pre-loaded fuel packages
dramatically raised
and #3. (cf #r7). The unintended ignition of these additional fuel packages
the heat signature within the burn module. tRefer to Diagram 6).

fire.

the
The Lead lnstructor walked to the A-side entry point and directed FA to extinguish
remained inside the
He did not aleft FA that three members of the lgnition Group still

burning structure.

the time
NOTE: Video #z time is 4:or. Nearly z5 seconds elapsed from
evacuation to directing FA to extinguish the fire'

of his forced

in the Observation
The three remaining lgnition Group members reported conditions

fuel packages' The
Room rapidly deteriorated after the spontaneous ignition of additional
per minute fans disrupted the
introduction of airftow from the two high volume cubic feet
down the C-side interior
thermal balance pushing heat and flames rolling across the ceiling and
D-side of the module due
wall to the floor, These three remaining firefighters r€tr€ated to the
of the heat forced
to the extrerne heat conditions now developing in the room' The intensity
pre-fire briefing, "The
them to lay prostrate on the floor, The Lead lnstructor had stated in the
conditions would get worse hefore they get better"'
extinguish the fire
The remaining lgnition Group members expectation were FA would
of their
at any time. As the temPeratures continued to increase rapidly, the effectiveness
assigned tO lgnition
personal protective equipment eventually overcome, The LVFR Captain
..put the fire outl Put the fire out!" in a desperate attempt to seek relief from
Group radioed,
evacuation of the
the intense heat. The three members were forced to conduct an emergency
Diagram 6)'
module by jumping through the plywood covering on a D-side window' {Referto
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Diagram 6: Remaining lgnition Group marnbers Bailfrorn D.sida
from the B'sida
NOTE: Video #z time from 3:5o to 4:25 shows large volume of fire *ruptinE
of the module before the firefighters bailed at 4:3o'

drilltook note af the emergency evacu8tion an the Dthe SSTC failed to
side and immediately radioed the lC to conduct a PAR' However,
had just observad' The lc,
communicate any furrher information in regards to the Ections he
PAR with no sense ol urgency'
$naware af any of the preceding eve nts, conducted a routine
Upon completion of the PAR, the lC terminated the drill'
The SSTC who was observing the

on the drill ground'
The lC repo*ed he was not aware of any emergency evacuaticns
module during the scenario'
because he was ilot aware personnel had remai*ed in the
that *nything had gone amiss
Numerous others interviewed reported they were not cognizant
until approximately 15 minutes after completion of the evolution'
academy
lmmediately following the lgnition Group',s emergency egress, fellow
Group members stated
students assisted with the removal of their PPI and scBA. lgnition
perforrned a rnedical assessment
nearly 3o minutes pas$ed befcre l{LVrD Truck 52 p€rsonnei
and a member from each
af their injuries. During this period, the SSTC, the Lead lnstructcr,
with th* planned scenarios and
participating agency met to determine if they could continue
the training for the
further live burns. NLVrD Deputy Fire chief of operations suspended
members to have their injuries
remainder of the day. He alss directed the lgnition Group
were transported or
evaluated by NLVrD shift personnel. None of the injured firefighters
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sought further medical treatment at the time. Parlicipating agencies reported they were not
notified by the AHJ of firefighter injuries until after the students had left the NLVFD training

facility.

days after the incident, on January 26, zo::z, the LVFR Captain, who was
x NOTE: Two
to the lgnition Group, was treated at the University Medical Center Burn Center
assigned

for injuries sustained during the live burn training scenario. He remained off-duty for three
work shifts as a result of the injuries. Another rnember of the lgnition Group, a HFD
Captain, also missed work time due to unspecified injuries incurred in the act of extricating
himself from the burn structure. The two remaining firefighters did not sustain serious
injuries and were able to return to duty.
The entire group of students, instructors, and SSTC returned to the classroorn to
discuss what had gone wrong during the drill and how to rectify the deficiencies. The SSTC
acknowledged full responsibility for the drilt's outcome. Many of the students who had
previously voiced their concerns were angered by the lack of action taken by the Lead
lnstructor during the evolution. After much heated and emotional discussion, the group was
sent home for the evening.

to
On Wednesday morning, January 2s, 2oa2t af I of the academy participants returned
the
the classroom in an attempt to develop a plan to continue the scheduled training. Many of
expressed their desire to continue with the training, but noted that cerlain changes

_z-

(
I students
/ f,ra to be made prior to their further participation. The LVFR Deputy Fire Chief of Operations
I f.1rO instructed hrs personnel that they couid provide suppoft of the training only and would not
-'l allow his department's members to participate in the live fire burn exercises. HFD members
I required the hosting agency to comply with existing nationally recognized standards, as was
I tle expectation of all participating agencies, to any further training before they wouid
I participate, Other students stated they had lost confidence with the Lead lnstructor and
I Rssistant lnstructor and were hesitant to continue with training without changes to the live fire
Levolutions.
NLVFD academy members and administrators determined it would be time consuming
to draft an tncident Action Ptan (lAP) that could meet the requirements in NFPA r4o3 with the
involvement from the other jurisdictions. The SSTC informed the other students that NLVFD

would continue the training without their participation'
The NLVFD group drafted an tAP that would be approved by the NLVFD Deputy Fire
Chief of Operations. The scheduled training and scenarios were resumed and completed
without further injury or incident- (Reference ltem #rz)'
..Trainers control all the variables in the tive fire training environment."
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Recommendations
with tFre most
live-fire training exercises in accordance
1.^ Fire departments should conduct
recenteditlonofNFPAr4o3,StandardonLiveFireTrainingEvolurtions"

z,

exceed the
tive burn training policy to meet or
Fire departments should develop a regional

recognieed nationa I standard'

lncident command system and a Fersonnel
3. Fire departments should utilize the
firc training *xercises to meet the
including live
Accountability System, for all incidents,
services lncident Management System'
requirements of NFPA 156r, StAndard on Emergency
communication between the lnstru{tor'in4. Fire departments should ensure coordinated
Charge and the live fire training p*rticipants'

5.Firechiefsshouldconveneaquar.terlymeetingtodevelopstanderdizedpoiicies,emergency
priority'
areas where safety must be a
operations strategy and tactics, and other
lesson plans' strategies and tactics of
Fire departments should evaluate curriculum,
lscal and national standards'
contracted vendors to ensure compliance with

)( e.

are injured
notify participating agencies when firefighters
immediately
should
AHJ
The
*7.
' wh.n participating in training exercises"
System'
to the National Fire Fighter Near-Miss Reporting
fi a. Nr-vrD should submit a report
accident may be
,'Rarely, if ever, is an *ccident the result cf a single cause or act' An

describedasaresvltofaseriesorchainofeventsinwhichsomethinghasgonewrong.ln
of
domino in the row w*r interrupt the sequence
the same way that the removar of a singre
prevent an accident or resultant injury..,
toppling, th* ramoval of ona factor could
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of

deteriorating conditions and
based on expectations that these
compromised their own Sense of situational awareness

*( zo. Live burn participants ignored warning

signals

untenable conditions would improve'

X

by the SSTC and the participants
Compromised situational awareness An overreliance
instructor's past sUCcesses'
was placed on preconceived outcomes based on the

rr.

lmm*diate Factor-s (ifi

-

the protection of the students and
The SSTC noted the absence of an interior hoseline for
hoseline was quickly placed into service
directed that one be deployed inside the module. The

r.

the recently
near the hallway fuel package' The location of
the hallway fuel package was ignited'
positioned interior hoseline would render it useless once

througlr

a D-side opening

(Pg

rr)'

z.

necessary
Fuel rnateriats shall be used only in the amounts

(Pg

rr).

An excessive fuel load can contribute to conditions that
behavior.Thiscanjeopardizethesafetyofparticipants.(pgrt)'

3.

to create the desired fire size'
create usually dangerous fire

flashover
conditions that could cause an uncontrolled
4. The fuel load shatl be limited to avoid
or backdraft. (pg u).

5.TheLeadlnstructordirectedthelgnitionGroupmembersto.'turfidowntheirradiosdueto
r+)'
feedback we all experience on fire calls"' tpg

{&
'l\

hostile fire and the pre-determined
Firefiqhters were placed between an increasingly
products of incomplete combustion were
exhaust por,cs. Elevated temperature levels and
path of the ventiration point. These firefighters
directed towards the firefighters praced in the
of the pre'loaded fuel packages
were placed in an untenable position once several
unexPectedlY ignited. (Pg 16)'

communications
CCFD Captain failed to issue any emergencytraffic
7. The Lead lnstructor and
his emergency bairout that ttrree firefighters
or Mayday decraration to notify the 1c or Rrr after
imrninently dangerous situation' (pg 16)'
were siill jn the burn module and remained in an

8. RlTfailedtotakeimmediatelife-savingactionsbasedonthebeliefthattheonly
participantsinsidethestructurehadexitedtheB.sidewindow.(RefertoDiagram5}.RlTwas
Unawarethreeparticipantsremainedinthestructureatthetimeoftheinitialflashoveranddid
(p9
later when conditions had deteriorated'
not exitthe structure until almost a full minute
tz).
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instructors, to lead each of the
ro. There were no group leaders, specifically designated by the
in responding to the quickly
functional groups. This omission would later lead to a delay
(pg ro)'
changing fire conditions inside the burn module'

.rz
7t\

other groups or the lC that the lgnition
The Lead lnstructor did not inform members of the
or that group members who remained
Group members would remain inside the burn module
package. (pg ro}'
inside would be separated after ignition of the {uel
aL.

rz. ln an attempt to

save

was pretime between each successive scenario, the burn module

burn evolutions' (pg 11)'
loaded with four fuel packages for the four scheduled

single member from each group was
13. Due to the linnited number of portable radios, only a
not afforded an electronic means of
assigned a radio, some group members were
radio for transmittal or receipt of
comrnunicating and were forced to rely on the single
commands and directives' {Pg rz)'

i.4. lneffective

live burn scenario' A
Personnel Accountability Report (PAR) utilized during

"That while trying to gather the
Rapid lntervention Team (RlT) member reported,
suppression captain.,, ThiS staternent
accountability, l was brushed off by more than one
importance of the Accountability
demonstrates sorne students did not acknowledge the
forthis functlon' (Pg r3)'
officer position regardless of the rank of the person responsible

apparatus with facemask during
:.5. lnstructor #z was not wearing a se{f-contained breathing
the evolution. (Pg *S).

from the other members of their
16. Lead lnstructor and CCFD Captain separated themselves
they were not visible to the other
group and due to the ignition of the additionalfuel packages
members of their team, (Pg eS)'
orders from lnstructor #2,
took no affensive actions to extinguish the fire waiting for
They were not cognizant that fire
directing them to suppress the burning fuel package'
pre-loaded fuel packages in Roorns #z
embers from the hallway fuel package had ignited the
and #3. (Pg rZ)'

*-rl.FA

eB. The live fire burn drills lacked an approved documented
J6
)K
'
'
'r\ the live burn check off list' (Reference ltem #r)'

live burn plan and an adherence

to

was not
post-training critique session was conducted but the drill evaluation
The
?Krg
documented. (Reference ltem #r)'
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Findings
The
There are two types of factors, contributing and irnmediate, that lead to injuries.
enforced
contributing faciors (cf) could be management-related factors, such as standards n*t
unsafe
or hazards not corrected. The immediate factors tifl are unsafe acts af the worker and
working conditions. A c*mbination o{ ceuses must converge in order to re*ult in an accident'

eontributing factors {{f}

-

that the
The Shared Services Training Chief (SSTC) did not verify with the Lead lnstructor
ccurse
and
proposal
live-fire traininq met NFPA e4o3 requiremeilts as stated in their training

V r.
7t\

curriculum. (Reference ltem #3).
Academy
Hmergency Engineered solutions {rr5} did not fulfill terms of the fnstructor
all
proposal course requirement of compliance of NFPA r4o3. The proposal also states that

$ z.

burns will be conducted in accordance with NFPA r4o3. {Referenc€ ltem #3}.

2F

:" ffS cours€ curriculum states the Lead lnstructor-person in charge of entire day's activity

>lZ

t..

^

*nd is responsible for complete compliance of NFPA r4o3'

applied' He
The SSTC was asked on three separat* occasions if NfPA 3"403 wa5 being
the Lead
u,1ur*r"d that the guideline \,vas being followed. The SSTC did not ccnfirm with
lnstructorthat the national standard was being applied'
8f;5"
Role of lnstructor-in-Charge (llC) was not clear"ly established between AHJ and
participants expressed confusion as to which single individual was in charge of the live burn
be responsible
and who was ultimately responsible for rnaking allfinal decisions' The llC shall
forfull compliance with NFPA t4o3' (Reference ltem #r")'

S,

6.

The drill,s objectives or expected outcomes for each evolution were not clearly

communicated to the students during the pre-fire briefing' (pS S)'

the
lncident Commander (lC) for the live burns did not participate in any of
of the
didactic portions of classrocm instruction. He did not have a complete understanding
r forthe drill. (pg ra)'
specific burn objectives before being assigned as the tncident Comm*nde

)(2" fn* designated

{SO) was assigned for the live burn evol*tions" Students
this specific drill' (pg
reported they were confused as to whom or if a 5O had been assigned for

g. lt is unclear if a $afety Officer
10).

;(

g. A building evacuation plan was not
10).

established or communicated to the participants' (pg

